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ABSTRACT With the rapid growth of fashion e-commerce, fashion recommendation has become a main
digital marketing tool that is built on customer reviews and ratings. Online review is a powerful source
for understanding users’ shopping experiences, preferences and feedbacks on product/item performances,
and thus is useful for enhancing personalized recommendations for future purchases. However, most
extant fashion recommendation methods lack effective frameworks to integrate local and global aspect
representations extracted from customers’ ratings and reviews. In this paper, we proposed an aspect-based
fashion recommendation model with attention mechanism (AFRAM) to predict customer ratings based on
online reviews of fashion products. This model can extract latent aspect features about users and items
separately through two parallel paths of convolutional neural networks (CNN), long short-term memory
networks (LSTM), and attention mechanisms. One path processes user reviews and the other copes with item
reviews. On each path, CNN and LSTM are both coupled with an attentionmechanism to capture local aspect
features and global aspect features respectively, which are combined through a mutual operation module.
The mutual operations on both paths can enhance the generalization of the AFRAM model. The extracted
features from the two paths are further merged to predict users’ ratings. Real-world customer reviews and
ratings collected from two renowned business websites were used to train and test AFRAM. The experiment
results demonstrate that AFRAM is more effective in customer rating predictions, as compared to several
state-of-the-art fashion recommenders.

INDEX TERMS Aspect-based fashion recommendation, attention mechanism, CNN, LSTM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recommendation is a major digital marketing means used
in the e-commerce business. Most recommendation systems
are created based on users’ reviews and ratings of previ-
ously purchased products. Generally, the reviews made by
one user for all sought/bought items (e.g., fashion products)
are regarded as a user review document, while the reviews
associated with one item across all users are referred to as
an item review document. A user review document contains
personal preferences towards some aspects of an item. For
example, if a female user prefers a fit style in her fashion
selection, she may frequently use specific phrases to describe
fashion products, such as a bit small, skinny body, and loose
fit, in her review document. On the other hand, an item review
document provides a sum of comments from all users about
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a specific item, which hopefully can lead to exposing some
important aspects useful for understanding the item [1]. A rat-
ing score is an indicator of the overall merit of an item. To bet-
ter understand rating behaviors, it is necessary to find out
more definitive information onwhether a user likes or dislikes
particular aspects of a fashion product. Many studies have
focused on improving the interpretability of users’ intents
by incorporating semantic information of reviews and ratings
into a personalized recommendation system [1]–[7]. In these
existing solutions, including D-Attn [2], TransNet [3], and
ANR [4], topic modeling or nonnegative matrix factorization
were adopted to detect users’ preferences or products’ fea-
tures in a review, and the interactions of user and item data
were analyzed to establish a text feature matrix for recom-
mendation models. Although these models are effective to a
certain extent, they do not integrate different polarities of the
same word in a sentence (local aspect representation) and in
the whole review (global aspect representation). Currently,
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no recommendation model has been widely accepted for
fashion marketing.

In this paper, we propose an aspect-based fashion recom-
mendation model with attention mechanism (AFRAM) based
on users’ reviews and ratings to target local and global aspect
representations. This model is constructed with two inde-
pendent paths to process user/item reviews simultaneously,
and each path has a convolutional neural network (CNN),
a long-short time memory network (LSTM) with attention
mechanism to capture local aspect features and global aspect
features separately. To enhance the generalization of the
AFRAM model, the local and global aspect features from
both user and item reviews are merged through mutual opera-
tions prior to the rating prediction. Two datasets, the Clothing,
Shoes& Jewelry dataset fromAmazon 5-core and the reviews
of another national online retailer, are used to train and test
AFRAM. The importance of extracting customers’ prefer-
ences for different aspects of fashion and the effectiveness of
our attention modules in AFRAM are examined as opposed
to several state-of-the-art fashion recommenders. The main
contributions of this paper may be stated as follows:

1) A new fashion recommendation adopts local and global
aspects to learn the relevant latent semantic information, and
to model the interactions between user and item reviews to
enhance recommendation interpretability.

2) With aspect representation and attention mechanism,
users’ preferences in different fashion aspects can be grasped
to assess the local and global importance of each word in a
review.

3) Trained with the real-world datasets from two online
retailers, AFRAM can outperform several other fashion rec-
ommendation models in predicting user’s ratings.

II. RELATED WORK
This work is related to research in four areas: reviews-based
recommendation, aspect-based recommendation, attention
mechanism, and fashion recommendation. Recent advances
in each of these areas are introduced below.

A. REVIEWS-BASED RECOMMENDATION
Many articles have reported methods of using user reviews
to improve the accuracy and interpretability of recommen-
dations. To solve data sparsity and cold-start problems in
traditional collaborative filtering algorithms, some work used
topic modeling techniques, such as Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) [5] or LDA-like algorithms [6]–[8], to extract
latent semantic information from reviews and fused it with
ratings to make recommendations more accurate and inter-
pretable. Song et al. proposed two separate factor learning
models by taking advantage of the sentiment-consistency
and text-consistency of users and items, and combined the
two views to make a rating prediction [9]. However, these
studies ignored the word order and sentence characteristics
in a review, missing contextual information.

Recently, deep learning techniques have been applied
to recommender systems based on review contents with

great successes. CNN [10], [11], Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) [12], [13], and Capsule Network [14] are widely used
to extract the semantic contextual information [10], [15] by
training the networks to learn the deep feature representation
of reviews and probabilistic matrix factorization for the rating
prediction. In [16] and [17], a word vector model and CNNs
were used to learn users’ behaviors and item’s attributes.
In [18], an RNN was combined with a factorization machine
via a regularization term to predict the rating of an item by
using item’s latent factors learned from the RNN. In [15],
a sentiment capsule architecture with a novel routing called
the bi-agreement mechanism was proposed to identify the
informative logic unit and the sentiment-based representa-
tions in the user-item level for rating predictions.

As mentioned in the above example, RNN has been widely
used for recommendation [19]–[23], sentiment analysis [24],
and text classification [25] because they can capture global
long-term dependencies and temporal sentence semantics by
the directed cycle connections between units. However, it is
known that RNN has gradient vanishing or exploding prob-
lems [26], [27]. A special RNN, called the Long Short-Term
Memory network (LSTM), has been developed to overcome
the problems in performing natural language process (NLP)
tasks for recent years [20], [23], [28], [29]. LSTM is empow-
ered by the transferability of sequence information so that
its hidden layer output at each position can be used as a
contextual embedding for a current word [30]. For example,
Heinz, et. al. proposed a feedforward network in the ‘‘fashion
space’’ to generate article embeddings as an LSTM’s input
to predict a styled vector for each client based on client’s
past purchase sequence [28]. However, LSTM was not suffi-
cient for learning long-term dependencies without the context
information of future words [25]. This led to a bi-LSTM
model [31] which was able to grasp the previous and future
aspect context information and to get the expression of a word
in the whole sentence. Thus, the bi-LSTM will be adopted to
get latent global aspect information in reviews for this study.

B. ASPECT-BASED RECOMMENDATION
Although a review-based recommendation is based on the
understanding of why users made their ratings, it lacks the
ability to capture not only user preferences and item proper-
ties, but also dynamic and fine-grained interactions between
users and items. Consequently, aspect-based recommenda-
tions became attractive.

An aspect-based recommender system intends to extract
aspects from textual reviews, which can be generally divided
into two groups. The first group relies on external NLP tools
to analyze review contents to learn aspects for sentiment anal-
ysis [32]–[34]. For instance, using fine-grained aspect-level
sentiment analysis can automatically discover the most valu-
able aspect to enhance future user experience [35]. The sec-
ond group, such as LDA [5], [32], AARM [36], FLAME [37],
and ASCF [38], builds an internal structure or framework
to represent different aspects in a user or item review.
Chin et al. [4] combined user and item aspect-level
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FIGURE 1. The architecture of aspect-based fashion recommendation with attention mechanism using user reviews and item reviews.

representationswith aspect importance, and then estimated an
overall rating for any user-item pair. Cheng et al. designed an
aspect-aware topic model via a multinomial distribution over
the reviews to learn different user and item aspects in the topic
space [39]. Recently, Li et al. proposed an aspect-specific
gating and projection to extract the viewpoint of relevant
information precisely by disambiguating the semantics of
each word [15].

C. ATTENTION MECHANISM
Nowadays, attention has been one of the powerful concepts
in the deep learning field. As a vector, it is often the out-
puts of dense layers using the softmax function. Attention
mechanism was first introduced to the NLP field in [40]
and still maintains its activeness in this field because it can
flexibly select a reference for context information to facili-
tate global learning [41]. The attention mechanism models
include three main categories. The first category is a single
attention model which is merely determined by textual level
interactions among different parts of a content [42]. The
second category, such as hierarchical attention [21], [43], [44]
and co-attention (local & global [2], hard & soft [41],
[45]–[47]), is a hybrid attention model which relies on CNN,
RNN and other networks at different levels. In [43] and [44],
the word-level and sentence-level hierarchical attention mod-
els were used, and the output of the first attention model
was the input of the second attention model. A dual attention
(D-Attn) model contains local attention (L-Attn) and global
attention (G-Attn) models in parallel. L-Attn aims to find

meaningful keywords in the sliding window of a user/item
review, while G-Attn aims to capture the overall sentiment
expression of the user or item review. The third category is
a knowledge-based attention model which is similar to the
hierarchical attention model except that its input is originated
from the information of other field knowledge [48], [49].
Other attention-based work includes translation tasks [50]
and text classification [51].

D. FASHION RECOMMENDATION
Users’ preferences in fashion can be reflected by diverse
fashion aspects in their reviews. Therefore, it is particularly
essential to explore the aspects of fashion that users are inter-
ested.Most of the current fashion recommendations are based
on visual images of clothing, consumers’ purchase behaviors,
sale data, and other relevant information [52]–[60]. However,
few studies on fashion recommendation have paid enough
attentions to users’ reviews and ratings mainly because they
are not easily interpretable. In this paper, we will use reviews
and ratings from the Amazon 5-core database (Clothing,
Shoes & Jewelry) and from another online retailer to build
a model for fashion recommendations.

III. ASPECT-BASED FASHION RECOMMENDATION WITH
ATTENTION MECHANISM (AFRAM)
Based on reference [2], a network structure with two parallel
paths was proposed for AFRAM whose overall architecture
is presented in Figure 1. The two parallel paths of AFRAM
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extract the aspect features from user reviews and item
reviews, respectively, and each path contains side-by-side
CNN and bi-LSTMmodules combined with attention mecha-
nism to capture local-aspect and global-aspect features simul-
taneously. These two kinds of aspect features are fused
together by a mutual operation to detect the relevant semantic
information and to enhance the robustness of the model,
and then are merged with the semantic information detected
from another path through mutual operation and fully con-
nected layers as the final learned aspect representation for the
user/item rating prediction. Since the modeling processes for
user and item reviews are identical, we will just focus on the
process of user review.

A. CONTEXT EMBEDDING MODULE
Assume that a user review text is RU = (r1, r2, · · · , rm),
where m refers to the number of words in a review, and ri
denotes the i-th word in the review.We first map each word to
its embedding representationEU = (e1, e2, · · · , em) ∈ Rm×d

via a context embedding layer, in which ei is the embedding
vector for the i-th word, and d is the number of dimensions for
the embedding vector of each word. The embedding layer can
be simply regarded as a look-up operation in a shared embed-
ding matrix which can be initialized using word vectors that
have been pre-trained on large corpora, and the embedding
matrix can facilitate a better semantic representation of the
user reviews. In this paper, we use the word2vec [61] for the
pre-trained word embedding.

B. LOCAL ASPECT FEATURE EXTRACTION MODULE
Given an embedded user/item review representation, the goal
of this module is to extract a set of local aspect user/item
features. Figure 2 illustrates the process of local aspect feature
extraction. Initially, we can encode the embedded context
from the massive given review texts and ratings [4], and
then use CNN to learn the importance of each word and
its aspect representation. Finally, we can obtain the word
aspect representation and extract latent local aspect semantic
features by attention mechanism.

FIGURE 2. Local aspect feature extraction module.

In a sentence of a user/item review (e.g., ‘‘Much better
quality and texture than expected for the price. The color is
more of an off white, but I do love it.’’), aspect-related words
(e.g., price, fit, color, material) and emotional words (e.g.,
affordable, comfortable, perfect, soft) usually occur close to
each other. Essentially, the importance of the i-th word in a
review depends on both the word itself and its surrounding
words. We can infer the importance of the word by looking
at its surrounding words. As shown in Figure 2, an attention
sliding window with a width of ω is placed at the i-th word
and then slid across its embedding vector EU to learn the
importance of the word [4]. Specifically, the review context
is encoded by using a window spanning (ω − 1)/2 words on
both sides of each word. c(i) ∈ Rd is the attention weight
of i-th word embedding, which judges the importance of
the word in the sentence. The smaller the value of c(i), the
lower the importance of the word. c(i) can be computed with
convolution parameter matrix WL ∈ Rω×d and bias bL as
follows [2], [62]:

c(i)= δ(eL,i ∗WL+bL) (1)

eL,i= (ei+−ω+12
, ei+−ω+32

, · · · , ei, · · · , ei+ ω−32
, ei+ ω−12

)T (2)

where ∗ is the convolution operation, δ denotes a nonlin-
ear activation function, which is the ReLU function in this
study [17]. According to the attention weight, the word vec-
tor matrix with local attention weights can be expressed as
follows:

ÊU = (ê1, ê2, · · · , êm) ∈ Rω×d (3)

where the word vector êi of the i-th word is computed as
follows:

êi = c(i)ei (4)

In the fashion domain, possible aspect words can be price,
category, color, texture, fabric, shape, part, style, etc., which
are frequently mentioned in user reviews. In general, different
users have different preferences over fashion, and a specific
customer’s attention may change with targeted fashion. For
instance, a user may focus on the quality and fit, but does not
care much about the price when selecting a suit. On the other
hand, the same user may be more concerned about the style
and color than the material when purchasing a dance skirt.
For a specific item, different customers may purchase it with
different intentions.

Since all words share the same d dimensions across the
k aspects, we use the local aspect-specific word transform
matrix W l

a ∈ Rd×k to change the word vector representa-
tion. W l

a is initialized randomly by a uniform distribution
U (−0.01, 0.01). Thus, we can extract the local word aspect
representation pli,a ∈ Rk from êi as:

pli,a = êiW l
a (5)

It is common that the aspect-specific semantics of oneword
tend to express different polarities in the fashion domain.
Therefore, we should capture this kind of words in the aspect
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representation. For example, many ‘great’ words in a review
could lead to opposite sentiments in such phrases as ‘‘a great
price’’ and ‘‘fits great’’. Another word, ‘high,’ carries differ-
ent sentiments in the contexts of ‘‘this clothingwasmadewith
high-quality materials and I would highly recommend’’ and
‘‘the price is too high.’’

Considering the importance of learning each word in a
review, the local aspect user representation Pla ∈ Rk can be
derived by an attention mechanism based on the following
weighted sum:

Pla =
∑

i
attnli,ap

l
i,a (6)

attnli,a = softmax((pli,a)
T
vla) (7)

where softmax(αi) = exp(αi)/
∑

i exp(αi) (the same below),
and attnli,a is defined as the i-th local attention vector (i.e.
a probability distribution) over the review words for user
u concerning aspect a. vla ∈ Rk×m is the local aspect
embedding matrix, and it is initialized randomly by a uniform
distribution U (−0.01, 0.01).

C. GLOBAL ASPECT FEATURE EXTRACTION MODULE
In addition to the local aspect feature extraction module,
a parallel module is used to extract a set of global aspect
user/item features. Inspired by the work in [25] and [30],
we employed a bi-LSTM [31] to model the global long-term
dependency and to find global aspect features by utilizing
both previous and future contexts and by processing the
sequence in both forward and backward directions. At each
time step t , the output vectors of the two directions are
concatenated. The global aspect feature extraction module is
depicted in Figure 3. Firstly, the global long-term dependency
of text sequence information is obtained based on the embed-
ded context. Secondly, the aspect semantic meanings of the
sentence are expressed by the global aspect-shared transform
matrix. Finally, the global aspect representations are extracted
by an attention mechanism.

FIGURE 3. Global aspect feature extraction module.

Let dh be the hidden size of a single direction LSTM. The
hidden state ht ∈ Rdh of the LSTM at t can be updated in the
following steps:

ht = ot � tanh(ct ) (8)

ot = σ (Wo · E + bo) (9)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � tanh(Wc · E + bc) (10)

ft = σ (Wf · E + bf ) (11)

it = σ (Wi · E + bi) (12)

E = [
ht−1
et

] (13)

where Wi,Wf ,Wo and Wc are the weighted matrices;
bi, bf , bo and bc are the biases to be learned during the train-
ing and parameterizing input gate it , forget gate ft , output gate
ot , and cell state ct , respectively; ht is the hidden state of the
LSTM; σ is the sigmoid function;� stands for element-wise
multiplication; and et is the input of the LSTM cell unit
representing the word embedding vectors.

We then feed the input embedding text sequence EU =
(e1, e2, · · · , em) to the LSTM in the forward direction and
obtain the forward hidden state Eht . We also update the back-
ward hidden state

←

h t by feeding the sequences into the LSTM
in the reverse direction. The hidden states of the two direc-
tions are concatenated as follows:

hbit = Eht ⊕
←

h t (14)

where t = 1, 2, · · · ,m, and hbit represents the global
long-term dependency at t as it contains text sequence infor-
mation from both directions. All the hidden states are col-
lected into a matrix, which is denoted as:

H = [hbi1 , h
bi
2 , · · · , h

bi
m] (15)

where H ∈ Rm×2dh and each row of H represents the global
long-term dependency at the corresponding position of the
input text sequence.

After that, we extract the contextual global aspect repre-
sentation pgi,a from hbii through a projection expressed as:

pgi,a = hbii W
g
a ∈ Rk (16)

where W g
a ∈ R2dh×k is the global aspect-shared transform

matrix initialized randomly by U (−0.01, 0.01)., and k is
the number of the aspects. The global aspect-specific repre-
sentations can express the aspect semantic meanings of the
sentence. 2dh is the number of filters.
Because the importance of learning each word in the

reviews varies, the global aspect user representation Pga can
be derived with an attention mechanism:

Pga = [Pg1,a,P
g
2,a, · · · ,P

g
m,a] ∈ Rm×k (17)

Pgi,a = attngi,ap
g
i,a (18)

attngi,a = softmax((pgi,a)
T vga) (19)

where attngi,a is the global attention vector, which is defined
over the words for user u concerning aspect a. vga ∈ Rm×k
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is the global aspect embedding matrix, which is initialized
randomly by U (−0.01, 0.01).

D. MUTUAL OPERATION MODULE
To get the generalization capability for this model, we con-
catenate user’s local aspects and global aspects extracted
above with equation (20) and sum it using equation (21) with
an attention mechanism in equation (22):

P̄i,a = [(Pla−P
g
i,a)� (Pla+P

g
i,a)] ∈ Rk (20)

P̂u,a =
∑

i
attni,aP̄i,a ∈ Rk (21)

attni,a = softmax(P̄i,a) (22)

where � is an element-wise multiplication, and attni,a is the
mutual attention vector.

Then, we use fully connected layersW1 andW2 to calculate
the user aspect mutual representation γu,a:

γu,a = σ (P̂u,aW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (23)

To improve the generalization performance, we adopt the
dropout technique, which is widely used in existing neural
models for recommendation [2], [4], [16].

The item mutual aspect representation γi,a for item i and
aspect a can be calculated similarly with equations from (1)
to (23).

E. RATING PREDICTION AND OPTIMIZATION
Two parallel channels are used to learn representations of user
aspect features and item aspect features, γu,a and γi,a, which
can be combined to create the overall rating, r̂ , as follows:

r̂ =
∑

a
(γu,a)T γi,a + bu + bi + b0 (24)

where bu, bi, and b0 are the user, item, and global biases [4],
respectively.

The above estimation can be considered as a regression
problem in which all parameters are trained jointly through
the backpropagation technique, in which the mean squared
error (MSE) is used as a loss function. To learn the parameters
of this model, the objective function, J , can be written as:

J =
∑

(r − r̂)2 + λ2‖2‖2 (25)

where r is the known rating, r̂ is the predicted rating, 2
denotes the set of all the parameters and λ2‖2‖2 is the
regularization to prevent the model from overfitting. The
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm and the back-
propagation are used to optimize the parameters of the model,
and the Adaptive Moment Estimation [62] is utilized over
mini-batches.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, comprehensive experiments on two real-world
review datasets are presented to evaluate the performance of
AFRAM. The information about the datasets, the baseline
methods, the experiment setup, and the results are elaborated.

A. DATASETS
The two review datasets used in the experiment are the
Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry dataset (D1) from Amazon 5-core
[63], and the dataset from one US online retailer (D2). The
two datasets were filtered to ensure that each user or item
review has at least one rating. The basic characteristics of
these datasets are shown in Table 1 where #Rating, #User,
and #Item are the numbers of ratings, users, and items in each
dataset, Density= #Rating / (#User× #Item), and Sparsity=
1-Density. It can be seen that D2 has >10 times more the
number of users that D1 has, while both have approximately
equivalent numbers of items. D2’s #Rating is almost twice
D1’s, and D2’s Density is around 1/5 of D1’s. D2’s Sparsity
is greater than D1’s. We randomly partitioned each dataset
into a training set (80%), a validation set (10%), and a test set
(10%).

TABLE 1. Statistics of datasets used in this paper.

B. BASELINES
To verify the performance of the proposed model, AFRAM,
we used the results of the following state-of-the-art rating
prediction methods as the baselines.

1) DeepCoNN [17]: Deep collaborative neural network is
based on two parallel CNNs to learn the latent feature vectors
of user and item from reviews, and an FM to predict ratings.

2) D-Attn [2]: This model incorporates the local and global
attention-based modules to select locally and globally infor-
mative words from reviews and to achieve the interpretability
of latent features of user and item reviews.

3) NARRE [16]: The neural attentional regression model
exploits two parallel CNNs and attentionmechanisms to learn
the latent features of users’ and items’ reviews to complete the
rating prediction.

4) ANR [4]: ANR is based on the ideas of neural attention
and co-attention by including an aspect-aware representation
from a learning component and an estimator of aspect impor-
tance.

5) DAML [62]: The model utilizes local and mutual atten-
tions of the attention mechanism of CNNs and the nonlinear
of multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to achieve predictive rating
for users.

C. EXPERIMENT SETUP
In the experiment with AFRAM, we set the dimension of the
latent feature vector of user and item reviews at 300, the slid-
ing window size at 5, the dropout rate at 0.5, the training batch
size at 64, the number of aspects at 5 for both datasets, D1 and
D2. For D1, the learning rate was set at 0.001, and the hidden
size of the bi-LSTM at 5. For D2, the learning rate was set at
0.0008, and the hidden size of the bi-LSTM at 7.
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The mean squared error (MSE) and the mean abso-
lute error (MAE) were used as the evaluation metrics.
The experiment was repeated five times to obtain stable
results when the validation MSE was the lowest, and the
average MSE and the average MAE of the five tests were cal-
culated. Our experiment was executed with Pytorch 0.4.1 and
Python 3.6 on a GPU machine of NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080 Ti.

D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The performance of AFRAM on the two given datasets was
compared with those of five state-of-the-art recommendation
models. Table 2 displays the experimental results from the
DeepCoNN (a), D-Attn (b), NARRE (c), ANR (d), DAML
(e), and AFRAM (f) models, in which the best result is
highlighted by bold, and the second-best by underlined. 1%
denotes a relative difference inMSE orMAE between a base-
line method and AFRAM, which measures the performance
improvement by AFRAM (f).

TABLE 2. MSE and MAE performance on two datasets.

The result shows that AFRAM (f) achieved the best MSE
andMAE scores and outperformed the five baselines for both
datasets. The second-best performer was ANR (d) on D1,
from which AFRAM improved MSE by 0.43% and MAE by
1.51%, respectively. For D2, the second-best performer was
DAML (e) if MSE was concerned or ANR (d) if MAE was
concerned. But AFRAM improved MSE and MAE from the
second-best performers by 5.74% and 5.14%, respectively.
The experiment demonstrated that the aspect-based method
with attention mechanism between the user and item reviews
can offer more accurate rating predictions than the other five
models on these two datasets.

V. MODEL ANALYSIS
A. INFLUENCES OF HIDDEN SIZE & NUMBER OF ASPECTS
The selections of the hidden size, dh, and the number of
aspects, k , have direct impacts on the rating predictions.
In our experiment, the hidden size of AFRAM was chosen
from {1,3,5,7,9}, and the number of aspects varied from 1 to
8. Figure 4 illustrates the effects of dh and k on the predicted
ratings for the reviews in these two datasets. The graphs show
the optimal performances (smallest MSE) occurred on D1

FIGURE 4. Influences of hidden size and aspects. (a) Amazon dataset
(D1). (b) 2nd online retailer’s dataset (D2).

(Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry dataset) when dh = 5 and k = 5,
and on D2 (2nd online retailer) when dh = 7 and k = 5. k = 5
led the best performance in both cases. This is why we set k
at 5 in our experiment.

B. MODEL INTERPRETABILITY
Similar to what was found in [4], [6], the following five fash-
ion aspects were most frequently captured among the reviews
in the two datasets:A = {size/fit, color, fabric/texture, price,
style}. The ‘background’ distribution of each embedding
word ei is defined as be =

∑
a∈A ψa

/
|A| where ψa =∑

u∈U ψu,a
/
|U|+

∑
i∈I ψi,a

/
|I |.ψa refers to the importance

of word ei for aspect a, and ψu,a =
∑

i attni,a is the
importance of each word ei by attni,a with respects to user
u ∈ U and aspect a ∈ A over vocabulary V. Therefore,
we can represent aspect a using its top words on (ψa − be).
Tables 3 and 4 list the top eight words used in the reviews for
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TABLE 3. Top 8 words of each aspect in D1.

TABLE 4. Top 8 words of each aspect on D2.

TABLE 5. Influence of attention layers in AFRAM on MSE.

each aspect. These words in the five aspects properly reflect
the relationships among the users, reviews, and ratings.

C. IMPACT OF ATTENTION LAYER
We analyzed the impacts of the local attention layer, global
attention layer, and mutual attention layer. Table 5 provides
the performance comparisons when attention layers in
AFRAM changed and other parameter settings remained
the same. AFRAM-local and AFRAM-global are AFRAM
without the local or global attention layer. AFRAM-
Local&global is AFRAM without local and global
attention layers. AFRAM-mutual and AFRAM-All are
AFRAM without the mutual attention layer or all attention
layers.

AFRAM can obtain the best MSE on the two datasets
when all the attention layers were included, and the
worst MSE when all the attention layers were removed
(AFRAM-All) on both datasets. In the other four scenar-
ios (AFRAM-Local, Global, Local&Global, and Mutual),
attention mechanisms performed differently on D1 and D2.
Among them, the removal of the mutual attention mechanism
had the greatest impact on MSE, indicating that the attention
layers, especially the mutual attention layer, can improve the
recommendation performance. This is because the mutual
attention layer can combine different polarities of the same
word in a sentence and the aspect semantic meanings of the
whole sentence.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an aspect-based fashion recom-
mendation model with attention mechanism (AFRAM) to
predict users’ ratings based on users’ reviews of purchased
fashion products. This model used two parallel paths to
extract latent aspect features about users and items separately
and a mutual operation module to merge the two paths at the
end for predicting users’ ratings. On each path, there were a
convolutional neural network (CNN) and a long short-term
memory (LSTM) network, both having an attention mech-
anism, to capture local aspect features and global aspect
features simultaneously. The mutual operations combining
local and global aspect features in both user and item reviews
greatly enhanced the generalization of the AFRAM model.
As demonstrated in the experiment with real-world customer
reviews and ratings collected from two renowned business
websites, AFRAM outperformed the five state-of-the-art rec-
ommenders in terms of the accuracy of predicting customer
ratings on fashion products.
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